Mycobacteria as pathogens of respiratory infection.
As the result of a formidable effort, the recent TB epidemic in the United States has abated; however, major questions remain as the risk of TB diminishes. Will we maintain an adequate public health effort not only to prevent another resurgence of TB but also to renew our pursuit of TB elimination? Do we have the will to extend the fight against TB worldwide as the TB threat in the United States declines? What is the best way to incorporate new diagnostic technology into routine practice? What are the best strategies for preventing and treating TB in AIDS patients? From the standpoint of NTM lung diseases, the major challenges are to educate clinicians about the variety and clinical presentation of NTM lung pathogens in order to recognize NTM lung disease as early as possible and to maximize treatment options. Hopefully, we can also improve upon the recent unprecedented progress in treatment regimens for NTM diseases of all types.